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THE MIGHTY SAGUARO
by Olivia Mazer Getty
Naturalist and Birder
In the Sonoran Desert of the southwest United States, lives
the mighty Saguaro Cactus. From first the moment you
see it, you know it’s something unique. The largest native
cactus in the United States, the Saguaro grows naturally
nowhere else on earth. I have lived in the Sonoran Desert
for 15 years and it has been such a remarkable experience.
The Sonoran Desert is located in southern Arizona,
extreme southeastern California and western Sonora,
Mexico. It covers approximately 100,000 square miles, and
is the wettest desert in North America. It, therefore, has
the highest level of biodiversity of the 4 North American
deserts.
The Saguaro (pronounced Sah-wah-roh), has long been
the cornerstone of life in this desert for many inhabitants.
Most consider the Saguaro a plant, but a few classify it
as a tree. In fact, they are listed in the National Register
of Big Trees. The Saguaro Blossom is the Arizona State
Flower. Protected by law, and revered by Native Americans,
insects, birds, reptiles and mammals all co-exist with it in a
symbiotic relationship. It helps ensure life for these desert
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creatures and in return they nurture and protect it.
The Saguaro is not currently listed as threatened or
endangered but Arizona has strict regulations about
harvesting, collection or destruction of this plant. It is illegal
in Arizona to move a Saguaro cactus from public or private
property without obtaining a permit.
The original Arizonans, the Hohokam culture, built their
homes from Saguaro ribs. This cactus was an important
source of food. Even during droughts, its flowers bloom
and produce fruit. The fruit is made into syrup, jam, butter,
flour, chicken feed, and drinks. Many later tribes including
Apache, Maricopa, Pima, and Yaqui, have depended up on
the Saguaro in difficult times.
The Tohono O’Odham personify Saguaros as honored
members of the tribe. Their annual calendar begins with
the harvest of the fruit in June or July. During the “Nawait
I’i” (Rain Ceremony), they attempt to “bring down the
clouds” as they dance for creation of rain, and drink wine
prepared from the Saguaro fruit nectar. They build brush
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LEFT TOP: At 35-50 years Saguaros begins to grow beautiful creamy white flowers which usually bloom April -June. LEFT BOTTOM: Some Saguaros have deformed
shapes caused by a genetic mutation. Instead of cells on the growing tip dividing symmetrically, they divide laterally causing growth sideways at the top. This creates
a fan-effect. RIGHT: The Saguaro is the largest native cactus in the US. It will grow its first arm at 50-70 years, and where water is scarce it may never grow arms.
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huts, cradles, baskets, animal traps, spears and fires from
its woody ribs.
During the Saguaro’s lifetime, its fruit can produce 40
million seeds, but on average only 1 seedling will survive
to become a mature plant due to the desert’s harsh
conditions. The seedlings that do survive, usually sprout
beneath a “nurse plant” such as Palo Verde, Ironwood,
or Mesquite Tree, a Creosote bush, or even tall grass.
The soil supporting the nurse plant holds moisture and
nutrients, and the nurse provides protection from extreme
temperatures (20 degrees cooler in the shade, and warmth
at night). The Saguaro usually outlives its nurse plant.
The Saguaro begins its life when the seed germinates on
the desert floor. At 3 months it is but a drop of jelly with tiny
hair-like spines. Since it can only store a tiny bit of water,
the first summer rains are crucial. The winter rains help
the seedling mature and sustain a consistent population
of Saguaros. The Saguaro is extremely slow growing,
maybe an inch per year, but It grows faster as it ages. It
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will only grow to about 2 inches in the first 8-10 years. The
beginning growth period is very difficult, but after 12 inches
its spines become strong enough to discourage predators.
It takes 25 years to reach 2 feet tall and 50 years to reach
10 feet. At 60 years it is about 18 feet tall and at 150 years
it is 50-60 feet tall. A Saguaro goes through its longest
growth period transitioning from an unbranched cactus to
a branched one. The Saguaro becomes an adult when it is
125 years old and can live as long as 200 years.
It will grow its first arm at 50-70 years, sometimes at
100 years, and where water is scarce it may never grow
arms. The first arm usually develops at the widest part,
around 7 feet up. The densest population of Saguaros is
around Tucson, AZ. The largest known Saguaro lives at the
Saguaro National Monument in Arizona and has 50 arms.
At 35-50 years it begins to grow
flowers which usually bloom April
3 inches wide with a dense group
Saguaro has more stamens per
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beautiful creamy white
-June. The flowers are
of yellow stamens. The
flower than any other
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Even after it begins to die and falls over, the Saguaro continues to provide by housing insects, small mammals, lizards and snakes.
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desert cactus. The flower lasts but one day opening in
the coolness of the night and closing as the day warms.
Over a period of about a month, only a few of the plant’s
flowers open each night. The slow growth and ability of the
Saguaro to store vast amounts of water allow it to flower
every year, regardless of rainfall.
The Saguaro is fertilized by cross-pollination -- pollen from
a neighboring cactus. The nectar and the color of the flower
attracts birds, bats and insects. Flowers are pollinated at
night by lesser long-nosed bats, and in the daytime, bees
and white winged doves pollinate flowers. Once fertilized,
the fruit begins to form immediately.
In a few weeks, the fruit develops where the flower has
dried up. The 3-inch oval green fruit ripens just before the
autumn rains and split open, exposing the bright-red pulpy
flesh. This fruit is a very important food source to animals
who enjoy the flesh, seeds and juice. Each fruit has up to
2000 tiny black seeds. When birds feed on the fruit and
spread seeds, some of the seeds drop to the ground and
are also spread by animals. Summer monsoons disperse
the seeds widely.
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Some Saguaros have deformed shapes caused by a
genetic mutation (perhaps due to frost, infection, or
lightning strikes). Instead of cells on the growing tip
dividing symmetrically, they divide laterally causing growth
sideways at the top. This creates a fan-effect. These
are called a Cristate or Crested Saguaros and they are
considered a botanical cult figure. Some are quite beautiful
with up to 9-foot wide fans.
The Saguaro’s growth is dependent upon water,
temperature, and elevation. It is comprised of 95-96%
water and can weigh up to 8 tons. Although the Sonoran
Desert has rainfall seasons in both winter and summer,
the Saguaro gets most of its moisture during the summer
rains. Cold weather thins out Saguaro stands and confines
them to small areas that have favorable conditions. Cold
and frost can kill the Saguaro and can create downward
pointing arms. Saguaros can only survive up to the 4000foot elevation.
The Saguaro has an extremely shallow root system
considering its enormous height and weight. Most of its
roots are very shallow, 4-6 inches deep and are as long the
height of the plant. The cactus is supported by the tap root
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which only grows 2 -3 feet deep. The roots rapidly collect
up to 200 gallons of water during a rainstorm.
Constructed of wood, long tubes called ribs run from the
base to the top. The 12-30 ribs are pleated and expand
like an accordion as they absorb and store water and
minerals. They can store up to 40 gallons of water allowing
it to live for weeks at a time without water. As it ages, the
ribs (skeleton) fuse into a cylinder. There is very little
evaporation since there are no leaves. The green trunk
performs photosynthesis and the cactus stores water
beneath its waxy outer skin. The plant breathes through
little openings called stomates which open at night when
colder and close during day. They store carbon dioxide and
covert it to sugars in the daytime. Spines/needles grow
out of the areoles on the trunk and protect the cactus from
animals and sunlight. Spines point downward to direct rain
to the base of the plant until the cactus reaches 5 feet tall.
The Saguaro is home to birds, reptiles and mammals such
as mice, rabbits, desert rats, ground squirrels, big lizards,
snakes. A Gila Woodpecker or a Gilded Flicker (also a
woodpecker) pecks a deep hole which forms a pocket
inside, where the bird builds a nest. A callus forms when
this irritation causes chemicals to flow in order to heal the
wound. The cactus is not harmed and the birds eat insects
that would injure the cactus. After the woodpecker carves a
home, it usually lays 2 eggs in the hole containing the nest
and raises its young in the spring. When the bird moves out
and creates a new hole to build another home, a small elf
owl or bat might move in.
When Saguaros flower and fruit, the birds inside are able
to eat without expending much energy in the summer heat.
Gilas make holes in the middle part of the plant, but thin
billed Flickers make holes near the less dense top.
Even after it dies and falls over the Saguaro continues to
provide. It then houses insects, small mammals, lizards
and snakes. Its woody ribs were once used to build roofs,
fences, and parts of furniture. The holes that birds nested
in or “saguaro boots” were used by Native Americans as
water containers or storage bins. Sometimes a callus or
boot is pierced by a saguaro’s inner ribs and protrudes
beyond the skin to form a gourd-like structure.
I have witnessed the Saguaro in front of my home mature
over the years. I have watched it grow its first arm and it now
has four. A Gila Woodpecker arrived one morning several
years ago and began construction of its first nest. Now
there are three holes. Last spring a White Winged Dove
arrived to build its nest on one of the arms. This spring the
Gila Woodpecker returned to renovate last year’s hole to
make room for its new chicks.
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and the shadows grow longer. The sun is low in the western
sky and it illuminates the Saguaro needles. As the light
dims, silhouettes of Saguaros with arms reaching towards
the sky stand at attention along the hillsides. These stately
sentinels remind me of people long ago and of our little
desert friends living in harmony.
We celebrate the amazing world of the mighty
Saguaro and the Sonoran Desert!
ADDITIONAL RESOURCES:
www.dbg.org
https://www.desertmuseum.org
https://www.nps.gov/sagu/index.htm (For information about the
Saguaro National Park, AZ)

DID YOU KNOW?
The giant saguaro is the universal symbol of the
American West.

My favorite time of day is when afternoon approaches dusk
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